Build Your Own
Wind Tunnel

Brief
Build a wind tunnel to allow you to test the effect air flow has on different
shapes using 2 experiments.



Wing Design- test the effect shape has on lift
 Demonstrate the effect different objects have on air flow using small
household objects
You will need to use this pack and the related PowerPoint to work through a
question pack, where you will have to:








Understand the principles of a wind tunnel
Brainstorm ideas for your own wind tunnel to meet a specification
Present your final design
Create technical drawings to help you manufacture a design
Build a wind tunnel using materials found at home
Test your wind tunnel and make improvements if necessary
Perform 2 experiments to test the effect air flow has on different
objects
 Relate your findings to a real life scenario

Understand the principles of wind tunnels
 What is a wind tunnel?
Wind tunnels are large tubes with air moving inside. The tunnels are used to copy the
actions of an object in flight. Researchers use wind tunnels to learn more about how an
aircraft will fly. NASA uses wind tunnels to test scale models of aircraft and spacecraft. Some
wind tunnels are big enough to hold full-size versions of vehicles. The wind tunnel moves air
around an object, making it seem like the object is really flying.

 How does a wind tunnel work?
A closed return wind tunnel is a bit like a huge pipe that wraps around on itself in a circle
with a fan in the middle. Switch on the fan and air blows round and round the pipe. Add a
little door so you can get in and a test room in the middle and, hey presto, you have a wind
tunnel. In practice, it's a bit more sophisticated than that. Instead of being uniformly shaped
all the way round, the pipe is wider in some places and much narrower in others. Where the
pipe is narrow, the air has to speed up to get through. The narrower the pipe, the faster it
has to go. It works just like a bicycle pump, where the air speeds up when you force it out
through the narrow nozzle, and like a windy valley where the wind blows much harder,
focused by the hills on either side.

 Why do we use wind tunnels?
Currently, the world is facing many environmental problems every day planes and
automobiles consume lots of oil or fuel. By improving the shapes of planes and automobile
we can improve the efficiency and save fuel. For this reason wind tunnels have been known
to be used in the following areas:
Ground Vehicle applications – for example buses, motorcycles, trucks and racing cars.
Architecture engineering applications - Wind tunnels are used to help design very tall
building as well as structures such as bridges.
Aerospace – Wind tunnels can be used in aerospace to prove the feasibility of new concepts
as well as improving current design to make them more efficient or reduce wind noise.

 What is the alternative to using a wind tunnel?
There is no real alternative to a wind tunnel as it is such a simple idea, however there is an
alternative way to get the results produced from a wind tunnel. This is by using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). By using CFD it reduces the amount of time needed in a
wind tunnel to develop projects. This is good as it costs a lot of money to run a wind tunnel
and it is free to run a simulation of CFD.

Brainstorm ideas for your own wind tunnel to meet a
specification
Your wind tunnel will have to meet a specification. The specification includes:
 Having a constant air flow through the wind tunnel
 Having a viewing window large enough to see objects being tested
 A test area large enough to carry out the 3 experiments listed above.
(Max wing span is 10cm)
 Have a way to load and unload objects
 Use a funnel shape at the inlet to make the air speed increase
These are the five requirements that your wind tunnel has to meet to fulfil the
requirements. As well as this, for your wind tunnel to function correctly it
should comprise of these components:





A source of “wind”/air
A funnel inlet
A test area
An exhaust

You should also think about other things when designing your wind tunnel
such as how easy it is to manufacture, what materials are accessible and the
best way to secure objects when they are being tested.
When designing your wind tunnel brainstorm ideas about how you want your
design to look and what materials you want to use.
After brainstorming some ideas compare your ideas and select your best
design.

Present your final design (10 Marks)
Now you have selected your best design you need secure backing for your
idea.
To do this you should present your idea in an appropriate format. For example
you could do a detailed sketch highlighting the features, a PowerPoint
presentation or use free online modelling software such as google sketch up.

Create technical drawings to help you manufacture a design
You should now create a technical drawing using the sheet provided on page 6.
This will help you plan out the size of each part of your wind tunnel. You can
also specify the material you intend to use. An example of a basic technical
drawing of a proven design is shown below.

Build a wind tunnel using materials found at home
Use your design presentation and technical drawing to help you make your
wind tunnel.
If you can, take some photos of your wind tunnel after you have built it and
upload them to the question pack supplied with the activity pack.

Test your wind tunnel and make improvements if necessary
Now you have built your wind tunnel you will need to test it to make sure it
works. Turn you wind source on and make sure that you can feel air passing
through the test area.
As well as this compare your wind tunnel to the initial specification. If your
wind tunnel meets the specification you can move on to the experiments. If it
doesn’t analyse your model and make modifications that you think will benefit
the design.
Below is an example of a proven wind tunnel design. Use this model to adapt
yours to work better.

Perform 2 experiments to test the effect air flow has on
different objects
Experiment 1 – Wing Design
In this experiment you will be making different aerofoils to test the affect
different shapes have on the amount of lift produced.
You will need to make a 3 different wing designs to test.
 Cut out 3 tear drop shapes out of cardboard for each
design. Try and vary your design to see which shape
works best.
 Cut a rectangular strip of paper 10 cm wide and long
enough to wrap round the perimeter of the tear drop.
 Use two skewers such as cocktail sticks to connect the 3
tear drops together
 Wrap the piece of paper round the tear drop
shape and secure with cello tape
 Punch 4 holes two in the top of the wing and two
in the bottom to allow the wing to be placed on
upright chop sticks. Similar to the picture show
here.
 Secure your chop sticks upright with the wing on
them in your test area.
 Turn the wind tunnel on and make sure the
wing starts in the centre of the air flow.
(You may need to find a way to stop the
wing dropping to the bottom of the chop
sticks)
 See if the wing lifts and repeat the test for
your 3 different designs.
 Using the information you have just found sketch the best wing design
to produce the most lift.

Experiment 2 – Demonstrate the effect different objects
have on air flow
In this experiment you will be testing different shaped objects using your wind
tunnel and pieces of thread to find where airflow remains attached and where
it becomes separated from the object.
You will need to:
 Find small objects such as toy cars, Lego models, or small house hold
items. (Aim for 3 – 5 items)
 Attach 5cm long strips of thin string to lots of areas on the objet using
glue or tape.
 Place the object in the test area
 Turn on the wind tunnel and visualise what is happening to the air flow.
(This can be shown by how much the paper moves. It may be easier to
see if you can record the object using a slow motion mode on a phone
camera)
 Repeat the test for each of your objects and make a conclusion about
what type of object affects the airflow the most and the least. Relate this
to what shapes you would expect to be most efficient.

Wind Tunnel Quiz
1. Name the two types of wind tunnels? (1 Mark)

2. Give 3 examples of applications of wind tunnel (1 Mark)
a.
b.
c.
3. Name what engineers use instead of a wind tunnel to
develop designs? (1 Mark)
4. Produce a final design presentation and technical
drawing. Your design should meet all the design
specification. You will be marked for complying with the
specification, as well as creativity and likelihood to work.
You can produce a final design in any format you like as
long as it showcases all the features of your idea.
(10 Marks)

5. Build a functioning wind tunnel. Your wind tunnel
should meet the specification and should have a good
air speed pass through the test area. Upload pictures of
your model if possible. (5 Marks)

6. What shapes works best to provide the most lift?
(1 Mark)

7. What design produced the least lift? (1 Mark)

8. What shapes cause the airflow to separate from the
surface the most? (1 Mark)

9. What shapes cause the airflow to separate from the
surface the least? (1 Mark)

10.

What shape would be the most efficient? (1 Mark)

